Do you know the best reason for carrying Acushnet’s complete line of gloves?

You’ve put your finger on it.

Acushnet is carried only by golf course pro shops — your kind of shop. But we can give you lots more reasons for going with Acushnet. Acushnet is a complete line. From open-finger models to wool-back styles. From stretchy Helencas to super-thin Cabrettas. From $1.75 (suggested retail) to $4.75. Acushnet means top quality. Top-of-the-line materials, workmanship, styling.

Wherever golf is played...

Par Aide's latest model (DELUXE SINGLE) Golf Ballwasher retains all the precision features of the other Par Aide Ballwashers. Brush assembly and agitator are interchangeable. Unitized interior assembly can be easily removed for servicing. Ballwasher body can be easily cleaned by removing drain cap at bottom front of washer.

PAR AIDE PRODUCTS COMPANY
296 NORTH PASCAL STREET • ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55104
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If your club is planning a watering system, face up to this nagging question: "How can we be sure we're not making our most expensive mistake?"
Specify Cast Iron Pipe
...you can’t go wrong.

When your club makes a major investment in a sprinkling system, you can’t afford a mistake. Like any other big decision, ease and speed of installation, maintenance, life expectancy of the pipe, and operating efficiency have to be considered. And this is where cast iron pipe really shines... it insures minimum disruption of play.

Cast iron pipe is used by almost all of the major tournament courses. Tested and proved for decades on courses under conditions like yours, it provides these special advantages:

- Cast iron pipe withstands surge pressures—won’t burst with sudden pressure changes so often found in golf course sprinkling systems.
- Cast iron pipe taps better. Joints are as strong as the pipe itself. Pressure is easily maintained, leaks are prevented.
- Cast iron pipe doesn’t freeze, crack or deteriorate due to water absorption.
- Cast iron pipe has far greater crushing strength. Back-filling can’t pinch or collapse it, as it can with nonrigid, thin-wall pipe.

Why take chances when you don’t have to? Invest in cast iron pipe... you can’t go wrong.

CAST IRON PIPE
THE MARK OF PIPE THAT LASTS OVER 100 YEARS
CAST IRON PIPE RESEARCH ASSOCIATION • AN ASSOCIATION OF QUALITY PRODUCERS DEDICATED TO HIGHEST PIPE STANDARDS

Get help on your irrigation system plans with the industry’s most complete booklet. Has vital design and installation tips and other planning aids. Mail coupon for free 20-page booklet.

CAST IRON PIPE RESEARCH ASSOCIATION
Wallace T. Miller, Managing Director
3440-G Prudential Plaza, Chicago, Illinois 60601

Please send me a copy of your booklet, “Golf Course Irrigation.”

Name____________________________________
Position___________________________________
Name of Course____________________________
Address___________________________________
City_________________ State________________ Zip Code_____
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HIGHLIGHTS
OF THIS ISSUE

PGA 50TH ANNIVERSARY
Herb Graffis reviews the history of the association as revealed in the lives of the hard-working and dedicated men who have become its presidents. He tempers nostalgia with some humorous insights into the "goings-on" that have taken place during the first half century of the PGA’s existence.

COMPLETE IRRIGATION
The development of a completely automatic irrigation system which is operated from a central control panel is explained by the man most responsible for its being. Mike Mattwell tells about the intricate connections and color-coding that enable ordinary green employees to control the watering of any and all greens, tees and fairways from one location at St. George’s G&CC on Long Island.

A MANAGEMENT ‘TEAM’
A West Coast management team has taken over operation of several golf courses with an eye on high profits through the application of sound business principles to golf course management. This article tells how key employees are selected and shows how a new course was built from the ground up.

MUNICIPAL COURSES
These case histories show how two medium-size cities in New England built brand-new municipal courses that filled their citizens’ needs while meeting the requirements of climate and location. It is a thorough briefing on planning and construction, with a chart which itemizes the costs for each of the golf courses.
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Name your mowing speed...

Expanding or rebuilding? A new Ford 3400 may be your most economical power solution. Loader has 2,000-lb. lift capacity. Quick attachable backhoe digs to 10 ft 5 in. Three-point hitch available for scraper and blade as well as PTO-drive mowers, rotary tiller, etc.

STRONGER, TOUGHER, FASTER!
FORD 2110 HAS IT!

Only Ford gives you choice of three transmissions in the 30 hp class. **Four speed.** For many courses with light mowing equipment. This economy transmission gives you three mowing speeds of approximately four, five, and seven mph. Transport speed, 15 mph. **Eight speed.** Provides ideal speeds for reel mowing—lets you handle more gangs of mowers. Pays off on hilly courses. Provides six speeds from one to eight mph, plus two transport speeds, 13.5 and 18.5 mph. **Ten speed.** Most flexible of all is Ford's exclusive 10-speed powershift transmission. Eight speeds, under seven mph. Downshift, on-the-go, when necessary on slopes, or in heavier growth. Two transport speeds, 11 and 16 mph. **PTO options.** Transmission-drive type for four-speed transmission. "Live" PTO with eight-speed. Fully independent with 10-speed. **Only Ford lets you "design" your tractor** to match your most exacting requirements. Your Ford Tractor and Equipment Dealer has all the facts. See him soon!
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You say BLUE CHIP®
means to fertilizer
what diamonds
meant to me?

That's right, Diamond Jim, just as
diamonds were the trademark of your
successful salesmanship, the Blue Chip
tag on a fertilizer bag is the customer's
assurance of a quality product that contains
enough of the right kind of nitrogen.

Here's what the Blue Chip tag looks like.
Be sure to ask your favorite supplier for
a Blue Chip® fertilizer...

Nitroform® ureaform plant food contains 38% nitrogen and is one of the most
efficient forms of nitrogen used today in fertilizer mixes. Released for plant
use only by soil bacteria—active when growth conditions are right—Nitroform
nitrogen is long-lasting and nonburning. Essentially water-insoluble, it will not
leach out of the soil, and unused portions carry over as residual nitrogen until
the next growing season. A synthetic organic fertilizer, Nitroform is odorless.
And, Nitroform requires fewer applications for equivalent nitrogen, and less
storage and handling than conventional fertilizers.

Nitroform is recommended for use on turfgrass, ornamentals, trees, and all
plants that require sustained nitrogen feeding. It is easy to use and comes in
two forms. Granular Blue Chip is applied by mechanical spreaders and is used
in the fertilizer mixes that carry the Blue Chip tag. Powder Blue* is the first
sprayable ureaform and is used on closely knit turf.

HERCULES® TURF AND HORTICULTURAL PRODUCTS

For further information write: Agricultural Chemicals, Synthetics Dept., Hercules Incorporated, Wilmington, Del. 19899. Or contact these sales offices:

Boston, Massachusetts • Brownsville, Texas • Chicago (Oak Brook), Illinois • Dallas, Texas • Fresno, California • Greenwood, Mississippi • Louisiana, Missouri • Montgomery, Alabama • Orlando, Florida • Phoenix, Arizona • Raleigh, North Carolina • San Francisco, California • Vancouver, Washington.
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The USGA has substantially quickened play in the National Open with two local rules to speed action on the putting green . . . Thus, in play by threes, first-round time was reduced from 5:27 in 1965 to 4:16 in 1966, and the second round from 5:24 to 4:15. In play by twos, the third round elapsed time dropped from 4:26 to 3:40 and the fourth round from 4:13 to 3:29 . . . The playoff between Casper and Palmer took 3 hours and five minutes before a gallery of 12,059.

There was much room for improvement. Consider that in 1955 the first round of play by threes, with 162 players, took four hours and 27 minutes for the last group . . . In 1965, with a field of 150 the last three took five hours and 27 minutes . . . There also was an hour’s slower play by the last two in the fourth round of the 1965 National Open, compared to the three hours and 13 minutes of the last two in the 1955 National Open . . . The example of this slow play partially accounts for a shortage of golf courses and certainly is a factor discouraging many from playing golf and spending their money for the game.

One alibi for the crawl of the stars is that they’re playing for such big money (coming from the sort of people slow play is driving from golf,) . . . This whine never scored with golf writers who had to bat out a few hundred words of deathless prose to make an edition and do the job in about the time the slow motion boys are lining up a putt . . . At championships for many years I’ve never seen any evidence that taking tediously long time improved results.

The big laugh in the USGA figures shows the last couple in the 1965 Senior Women’s played their third and last championship round in three hours and 24 minutes; 49 minutes faster than the last group in the National Open . . . Don’t tell me the pro stars play like old ladies . . . Some pro stars don’t show that much life.

It would be interesting to have clubs furtively time rounds of their men and women players to see if women golfers at the private clubs are making the ordinary men players look as bad as the pro experts look compared to the lively gait of the expert women.

Fritz Hall is pro at the new Madeline Island Golf Links, La Pointe, Wis., recently opened exclusive island course in Lake Superior . . . Course was built by Robert Trent Jones . . . Fritz says the country is a blessing on your eyes . . . Pheasants and deer share it with a few golfers . . . In November when Indian Creek CC opens at Miami Beach, Hall will return there with Jack White on the pro staff . . . George Lake, in his 30th year as pro at Long Beach, Calif., Recreation Park, is the only golf professional designated as a “landmark” by the National Geographic . . . In the May issue of that great magazine there was a map of California on which there was Lake George marked a bit northeast of Long Beach . . . Malcolm Epley, Long Beach columnist, who knows most of what’s important around Long Beach, discovered Lake George on the map and made inquiries . . . It developed that Lake, George, was a prominent feature
WHY IS IT...

That a new Penncrest green in Tennessee, where bentgrasses deserve every advantage, is in trouble because the outside expert, well paid, failed to blend the peat properly? The peat is in a layer about 2" from the top, forming nearly a perfect seal.

That golf clubs, in letting a contract to an outsider to rebuild a green (or several), do not include a performance clause to the effect that, if the work is done poorly, the contractor shall return and perform the entire operation again at his own expense?

That every so often a reminder is necessary that hydrated lime is a great "pick-me-up" in Helminth weather for ailing bent greens? (Many superintendents will recall the good results they had when they sprayed a mixture of one-half to one pound of hydrated lime and two pounds of a powdered urea-form in five gallons of water to 1,000 square feet. Even in 95° weather and high humidity the treatment stopped Helminthosporium leafspot and the grass started to grow again.)

That we tend to forget that the greatest tool in weed control is fertilizer? (In South Carolina we saw beautiful weed-free Sunturf Bermuda turf while all around were weeds and more weeds. The only difference was fertilizer.)

That the free advice and assistance of the State Extension Service is not called upon frequently? True, the extension specialists may not know all the answers (no one does), but the more they are asked for opinions, the more they will strive to find the answers. Our taxes pay for the service; why throw away a service we've paid for?

That it is so difficult to impart a clear understanding of fertilizers, how they work and how they best should be used? (It would seem that blind unquestioning allegiance to any one material is not in harmony with progress through better understanding. Graduates of turfgrass schools have superior training for using and understanding fertilizers. Even so, they are at a disadvantage when the only materials offered on the market are mixtures which do not fit the nutrient needs of their turf.)

That, when phosphorus in the soil is so high as to be off the scale, fertilizer vendors continue to recommend and sell mixtures that contain phosphorus?

That superintendents are loath to tell others about the helpful things that they do to make turf management easier?

That scientists, too, often fail to publish results that could mean so much to superintendents who are hungry for information?

Q. The least of my problems is growing grass. My need is for help in solving the labor problem. (Maryland)

A. This is an involved question and a bit out of my line. This entire problem must be dealt with by superintendents and others now and in the future. Local conditions alter circumstances so greatly that a statement here would be useless.